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Hardly a week goes by without an IT
security incident of some form or
another making headlines. How can
Irish businesses ensure they are
getting the right level of expertise
should they choose to approach the
issue with a managed solution? 
JJ WORRALL reports

Security 

When considering using a
managed security service an
organisation should consider the
following:
• The partner they are considering
• The flexibility and services
offered by this partner.
• The skill sets, accreditations and
experience of the planned service
provider
• The relevance of the above to the

client specific requirements — e.g SMB focus, enterprise
focus etc.
• The strength and depth of the organisation providing these
services
• The key part is to work out if
the partner being considered
is one who the organisation
believe they can successfully
partner and work with. 
• Choosing a managed service
provider for any service is like
choosing a partner for
marriage so each party should
be comfortable that they can
work with each other.
This will be a key

partnership for the client
company and they should be
very comfortable in their
decision — sometimes a
hybrid/half way house may be the most appropriate rather
than a full blown service — decide what is best for you and
not what they want to sell you.
Renaissance does not offer a managed security service but

instead, we focus and specialise on delivering the
appropriate technologies to our partners to enable them to
deliver the most appropriate service for their sector. We also
provide training accreditations etc. so they can build this
service out and develop and deliver this service to their
clients.
Our focus is all about partner enablement; we focus on the

Irish marketplace and understand the needs and drivers for
this.

“We focus on
delivering the
appropriate

technologies to our
partners to enable
them to deliver the
most appropriate
service for their

sector”

Key partnership

Renaissance Contingency 
Services Ltd
Tel: (01) 280 9410 |  Email: info@renaissance.ie | 
Web: www.renaissance.ie | 
Answered by: Michael Conway
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The rising complexity, frequency and volume of
cyberthreats in organisations is the single most important
initiative in boardrooms today, as the job of securing the
business has become
noticeably more difficult
than it was just 12 months
ago. 
Networking, mobility,

cloud and technology
infrastructure all present
fresh business

opportunities and new security threats. Network
security breaches can affect an organisation on
many levels, from productivity losses to costly
downtime, from operational disruptions to
unprotected proprietary data.
Managed security services is an ideal solution for

many small to medium sized businesses with limited
in-house security knowledge and resource. Trilogy’s
managed security service facilitates managing
existing or newly installed security products located
at clients’ sites. We take the time to understand the security needs and capabilities
of the client, map services and products to the client’s requirement and deploy
those services and products as required as well as providing active security
support and monitoring on an ongoing basis. As we understand all aspects of
clients’ security needs and since data security is an essential part of regulatory
compliance, companies outsource this function to Trilogy as we can provide a path
toward their compliance requirements. 
Trilogy designs, implements and manages agile infrastructure helping clients to

enhance their operations, mitigate risk and enable business strategy. The company
incorporates expertise in both infrastructure transformation and Managed IT as a
Service to deliver business-wide IT services.

TechPro March 2015

“CYBER SECURITY has reached the top of the boardroom agenda,”
said James Hanlon of Symantec. The cyber security strategy lead
for EMEA with the company told TechPro that high profile breaches
and threats have made this inevitable. “With a reported global
shortage of cybersecurity professionals, some companies are
struggling to recruit, build and maintain their in-house security
capabilities,” added Hanlon. 
Such factors of course, make a compelling argument for the

managed security services market and indeed this particular area
seems in good health at present. Eamon Moore, managing director
for E-MIT Solutions did note though that there are some companies
who have seen the warning signs and, if possible, hire in that
expertise. “It has been a mixture of both, in our experience,” he
said, with divisions between those going down the managed route
and those choosing to handle increased security threats in-house. 
For instance, Moore said that the concept of “shadow IT”, which

is, he said, “a security breach in its own right”, is one “major”
security concern which he sees being handled internally on a
common basis. “In our experience, Irish businesses will carry out an
analysis of their internal network for applications and resources that

are running without their knowledge,” he said.
However even after this in-house initiative, he made
the point that companies are then “likely to look to
a managed security service to enforce the usage
and IT policies set by management.”
For the most part, Moore said, “We are seeing

Irish businesses in the SME space that are looking
to protect their businesses through a managed
service offering as the specialist knowledge that is
required to run in-house is far too costly and
resource-intensive for many organisations.” 

‘Multiple’ advantages 
CTO of Ward Solutions, Paul Hogan said that in
short the advantages of managed security services
providers (MSSPs) over in-house solutions are
“multiple”. They provide organisations with “access
to resources that they could not otherwise afford to
maintain internally,” he argued. Solutions director at Trilogy
Technologies, Rob Paddon added that his company has benefitted

“Network security
breaches can affect
an organisation on
many levels, from
productivity losses
to costly downtime,
from operational
disruptions to
unprotected

proprietary data”

Ideal solution

Trilogy Technologies
Tel: (01) 476 8050 | Email: john.casey@trilogytechnologies.ie | 
Web: www.trilogytechnologies.ie | Answered by: John Casey, sales director

Business context

Asystec
Tel: (061) 577 600| Email: laura.omahoney@asystec.ie
Web: www.asystec.ie | Answered by: 
Pat O' Callaghan

A Managed Security Service (MSS)
provider can add value to an
organisation that has staffing
limitations or lacks the skill set
required to bring threat intelligence
to BAU security operations. In
addition, organisations that must
align to strict identification and
remediation of known threats will see
value from a MSS as SLAs for threat
detection will be clearly defined in

MSS contracts. However, a managed security service provider
loses much of the business context of an organisation’s
operations. Also, MSSs are generally poor at identifying the
“unknown — unknowns” as their service relies solely on event
data from systems such as Firewalls, AV and intrusion
detection systems. 
Low and slow attacks that generate low levels of event data

are often missed by MSSs and behavioural analysis and
mapping of identity governance to event data capabilities are
limited in MSS providers. Finally, by not storing event data in-
house, the ability to perform analytics on all your security data
is rendered impossible. Unlike the traditional perimeter or
signature based security solutions used by the MSS provider’s
backend SIEM, Advanced Security Analytics solutions enable
analysts to discover "interesting" or "anomalous" behaviour
without being dependant on having foreknowledge of the
attackers’ specific instances of malware or attack steps. 
In short, MSS providers should bring value to organisations

in identifying known threats and limiting the burden on
security operations however ceding ownership of event data
to a MSS will greatly lessen your organisations’ advanced /
unknown threat detection and behavioural analysis
capabilities.

<<

<<

Irish businesses are
looking to protect
themselves through a
managed service offering
as the specialist
knowledge that is required
in-house is far too costly
and resource-intensive for
many organisations”
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growing volumes of cyber threats,” she added. With all this in mind,
O’Connor commented that in recent months she’d seen more and more
security-related services being outsourced. 
“Managing security in-house has become a complex and

multidimensional task. Working with a certified and experienced
partner will not only remove the complexity associated with the threat
landscape but also provides integrated and/or tiered solutions that
work better together in targeting multiple threats,” she said.  

Specialist assistance 
With the decision made for many companies to go down the managed
services route when it comes to security then, what do they expect
from these options? Many, said O’Connor, are investing in unified threat
management (UTM) solutions, end-user and data protection, as well as
application security. “They also often seek specialist assistance with
preventive auditing tasks such as penetration testing or PCI
compliance,” she said, echoing Paddon’s earlier point. 
Paddon himself said the major “emerging area” for him in the

managed security space is “around securing the LAN and extended
LAN infrastructure”. This, he said, means “monitoring for anomalous
activity, checking policies and permissions in real time and also

from “a number” of businesses looking to them as
“they do not have the staff or expertise in-house to
successfully manage all of the components that a full
security environment require”.  
Paddon continued that there is now “widespread

acknowledgement” that IT security management is
“not simply about buying firewalls and endpoint
products but is about how the appropriate policies
and standards are designed into the ICT
infrastructure”, and as such encourages outside help
in approaching such a complex area. Karen O’Connor,
general manager service delivery for Datapac said too
that at this point Irish organisations are "highly aware

of security threats,” but was quick to add
that despite all the steps forward, there are
still companies here which are “lagging in
the implementation of adequate security
systems”. 

Piecemeal approach
“Organisations often take a piecemeal
approach to security rather than treating it
in a holistic and strategic manner,” said
O’Connor. “They are reactive rather than
proactive which leaves them in a very
vulnerable place when dealing with

A number of factors are driving the need for managed
security services (MSS), namely expertise, cost and
consistency. Key concerns when considering an MSS should
be included as detailed below.
Cost: The associated cost benefits of using some MSS

providers may appear a very attractive proposition. MSS
provides the ability for a company to have deep security
expertise without the associated cost of full time
employees. For example our edgescan service gives our
clients access to our security engineering team whom
manage the

security posture of their assets. A
managed service should give you the
ability to reduce your capital expenditure
and control your security-spend without
sacrificing quality. 
Using an MSS, you can maintain your

security posture but reduce overall cost
of ownership.
Accuracy: Security is about covering

all the bases; a defender needs to manage all vulnerabilities, whilst an attacker needs
to exploit only one (vulnerability). 
Accuracy covers two aspects of MSS. Firstly the ability to detect and manage

discovered vulnerabilities with confidence and secondly to reduce the time required
by the business to patch, fix or configure due to the quality of the vulnerability
information delivered via the MSS provider.
For example, our clients value the hybrid approach we have to vulnerability

management which involves human validation of every discovered vulnerability and
results in virtually “false positive free” security intelligence. Your MSS should provide
you with accurate, actionable security information.
Compliance and continuous management: Threat and Vulnerability management

and meeting compliance requirements via a 24/7 security assessment remain the
primary drivers for considering an MSS. Internal threat and vulnerability management
can be costly from a staff and tooling standpoint. Your MSS should assist with
demonstrating compliance and continuous improvement via management
information dashboards and extensible API calls for integration into your technology
“stack”.
MSS can also assist you in reallocating existing resources to other security areas, or

the need to engage deeper or broader expertise than is available in-house. Your MSS
should address requirements where you do not have in-house expertise.
Edgescan is a managed security service developed, managed and delivered by

BCC Risk Advisory. It is a cloud based vulnerability management platform and helps
clients discover and manage system vulnerabilities on an ongoing basis. It
significantly reduces the cost of ownership while increasing cybersecurity resilience
significantly.
The edgescan service provides continuous vulnerability assessment coupled with a

customised reporting portal and APIs set to help you understand what vulnerabilities
your business faces. It assesses the security of both web/mobile applications and
associated servers, or indeed any deployed systems, giving you “full-stack”
vulnerability management.

“Security is about covering all
the bases; a defender needs
to manage all vulnerabilities,
whilst an attacker needs to

exploit only one”

BCC Risk Advisory
Tel: (01) 681 5330 | Email: Marika@bccriskadvisory.com
Web: www.bccriskadvisory.com | Answered by: Eoin Keary, CTO

Addressing requirements Two types

“There are two types of companies:
those who have been hacked and
those who don't yet know they have
been hacked,” John Chambers, Cisco
This raises a number of questions for

IT departments and beyond as cyber
security rapidly evolves from a niche IT
issue to a consumer and boardroom
priority.
So how can businesses like yours

safeguard intellectual property,
customer data and most importantly your brand, when you are
exposed to more attacks, from increasingly sophisticated
attackers?
And then there is the biggest question of all: how do you

know?
In short, you cannot manage

what you do not measure. You
cannot manage for improvement
if you do not measure and chart
the performance for better or
worse. 
But you can use a Zinopy

Managed Security Service to
provide the metrics, monitoring
and management to address the
security, compliance and risk
analysis requirements of your
organisation. Zinopy has the in-house skills and employs world-
class toolsets to deliver features including log management,
advanced correlation and threat management, forensic analysis,
audit readiness, enhanced reporting, full range of dashboards
from operation to management.

The benefits are manifold:
• Improved protection of infrastructure, information and
interactions.
• Customer control of an on-premise or off-premise solution.
• Compliance with control objectives.
• Support for in-house staff providing security expertise.
• Fixed cost for enterprise-wide protection with a flexible
subscription model.
• Full visibility through Regular Reports / Console Access

“You cannot
manage for

improvement if
you do not

measure and chart
the performance
for better or worse”

Zinopy Ltd
Tel: (01) 897 6750 | Email: info@zinopy.ie
Web: www.zinopy.ie | Answered by: John Ryan, CEO
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Through outsourcing the monitoring of
their estate, businesses can gain better
insights into any difficult to detect events
which could affect them. We’re also seeing
an industry shift from purely providing
security protection, to having the ability to
switch on incident response capabilities to
any threats, which is becoming an
increasingly popular emergency and
managed service, 
James Hanlon, Symantec

Managing security in-house has become a complex
and multidimensional task. Working with a certified
and experienced partner will not only remove the
complexity associated with the threat landscape but
also provides integrated and/or tiered solutions that
work better together in targeting multiple threats”

<<
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monitoring and managing data
and database security is
becoming a standard part of an
overall service.”
Symantec’s Hanlon said that

one of the most popular plus-
points at present with the
company’s clientele is ‘always-
on’ threat monitoring. “Through
outsourcing the monitoring of
their estate, businesses can
gain better insights into any
difficult to detect events which

could affect them,” he
said. “We’re also seeing
an industry shift from
purely providing security
protection, to having the
ability to switch on
incident response
capabilities to any
threats, which is
becoming an
increasingly popular
emergency and
managed service.”

Trustworthy and scalable
For Irish businesses putting their security in the hands of 
a third party, Ward Solutions’ Hogan made the point that the
provider must be able to address “their specific requirement”.
This is the case, he said, whether that is focused around a
“managed firewall, managed intrusion prevention systems 
(IPS), managed endpoint, managed network, managed security
incident and event management (SIEM) or some other specific
need.”
Something which is “trustworthy, scalable and that 

protects [businesses] in real-time” is what most clients are 
after added Moore. He continued, “One particular area we see as
a real bonus for businesses is a solution that covers application
level analysis and reporting. It is a huge benefit to Irish businesses
to have transparency over the applications that are running on
their network so that they can make informed decisions to
prioritise core applications and throttle down or block
unproductive ones.”
Moore said too that “a common theme of our conversations

with clients” is the desire for a security solution that results in
best-of-breed protection while also not hindering business and
productivity in any way. “A managed security solution is very well
placed to strike this balance through ongoing management that
allows security to be a business enabler rather than an inhibitor,”
he said. 

Popular products
The E-Mit managing director also commented that the three 
key areas that he has seen “substantial growth” in of late are
endpoint protection, managed identity and access management,
as well as data protection. “Solutions such as Dell Data Protection
Encryption, KACE K1000 any-point management and Enterprise
Single Sign-On are proving to be very popular as businesses look
to invest in protecting their users no matter where they are,” he
said.
Looking back at the past 18 months within this marketplace

Paddon said he had seen a number of companies move to
platform-based security where a single vendor “stack” is 
used to avoid issues around compatibility and integration.  
This approach to managed security services, he said, is often 
a combination of “UTM and next generation firewalls (NGFW)
along with integrated endpoint and web security.” Paddon 
added too that the most prominent development in this regard
has been the continued quest to integrate mobile device

management properly into the mix.
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The key concern
for an
organisation when
considering a
Managed Security
Service is ensuring
they are
significantly
increasing their
security posture
by implementing a
high-

performance, comprehensive
security infrastructure that is
resilient, trustworthy and cost
effective.
At Symantec, we help our

customers by removing the
need to manage the increased
complexity and scale of cyber
threats. This allows
organisations to eliminate the
worry of whether they have
the adequate level of in-house
security expertise and
experience to identify and
manage the new sophisticated
threats that we see today. 
One of the obstacles

Symantec comes across, is the customer
concerns over ‘letting go’. However, as
CSO’s and IT managers face the day-to-day
reality of combating the relentless battle
against these threats they are increasingly

turning to Symantec to assist them. The risk
to a business’ data and its customer’s
information is often all too great not to
implement a managed security service. 
The costs associated with building and

maintaining an in-house cyber defence are
great. For that reason, organisations around
the world look to our Managed Security
Services to build and sustain a resilient
incident management program for them. 
Our managed security services offers a

global presence and scale to
satisfy the largest of
enterprises. Every month, we
analyse over 275 billion log
entries, alongside identifying
more than 40,000 potential
security events and escalate
over 4,000 validated, severe
events. 
We offer a cost effective

solution that allows
customers to leverage
security analysts and
professionals to secure their
business, and more
importantly provide
organisations with the
visibility and monitoring

across their IT estates. Symantec Managed
Security Services allows organisations to
put focus back into other critical aspects of
their business while we protect their
valuable and critical assets.

“The risk to a
business’ data
and its
customer’s
information is
often all too great
not to implement
a managed
security service”

Symantec
Tel: (086) 462 4345 | Email: darragh_fegan@symantec.com
Web: www.symantec.com | Answered by: Darragh Fegan

Removing complexity

Datapac
Tel: 1850 328 272 | Email: info@datapac.com
Web: www.datapac.com | Answered by: Karen O'Connor, general manager service delivery

Irish companies are
well aware of
security treats and
their potential
impact on the
business so the key
concern when
considering
managed security
solutions is finding
the right partner.

Safeguarding data and networks in today's
business environment is a complex
endeavour. Most businesses
do not have the in-house
capabilities, skills and time
to guarantee round-the-
clock protection from
growing volumes of
security threats. Therefore,
it is no surprise that more
and more organisations are
looking to managed service
providers for easy and
reliable access to advanced
security services and
expertise. It also ensures
they can continue to focus
on their core competencies.
However each organisation
comes with a unique set of
business needs so there is
rarely one solution what
can fit all. 

At Datapac we take the time to fully
understand our customers’ existing and
evolving requirements. We thoroughly
review their infrastructures, policies and
procedures to ensure they are optimising
security across their organisations. Our team
of highly trained and accredited ICT security
architects works very closely with each
customer to develop and design the best
security solution to suit their unique and
evolving needs.
Datapac’s managed security service aims

to remove the complexity associated with
this changed threat landscape
and provides both tiered and
integrated solutions that work
together in targeting multiple
threats. Our solutions incorporate
next generation technologies
from global security leaders like
Sophos, Citrix and Cisco, which
cover the entire security
spectrum including: secure web
and email gateway, web server
protection, archiving, anti-virus,
mobile control, encryption,
device control, Wi-Fi, VPN and
authentication.
Our comprehensive security

offerings combined with our
team of experts, add real value
to our customers; delivering
peace of mind while minimising

risks to their data and assets.

“An MSS can
remove the
complexity
associated with
this changed
threat landscape
and provides
both tiered and
integrated
solutions that
work together in
targeting multiple
threats”

In our experience, Irish businesses
will carry out an analysis of their
internal network for applications and
resources that are running without
their knowledge. However even after
this in-house initiative, companies are
then likely to look to a managed
security service to enforce the usage
and IT policies set by management, 
Eamon Moore, E-MIT Solutions

<<

One particular area that is a real bonus for
businesses is a solution that covers application level
analysis and reporting. It is a huge benefit to Irish
businesses to have transparency over the
applications that are running on their network so
that they can make informed decisions to prioritise
core applications and throttle down or block
unproductive ones”
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Information security
is increasingly
becoming strategic
to companies, as a
lack of security can
expose their
business to the risk
of losing their
competitive
advantage while
heavy and inflexible

security measures can strangulate their
business. 
The challenge with security however, is that

you never know if you have done enough or
in the right way until it is too late, because
your IT infrastructure has been compromised.
At the same time, the threat landscape is
changing rapidly and keeping up to date in
today’s busy schedule is close to impossible.
This makes the idea of outsourcing security
and with this risk, very attractive. 
The problem is that it is not possible to

outsource risk. You can insure your car
against an accident but at the end of the day
it is still you sitting in the car if a crash
happens. So what enterprise have to be
concerned about are shiny Managed Security
Services offerings which promise a black box
security solution were the customer does not
have to worry about anything.
In the NextGen Group we take a practical

and honest approach to security. We
understand that you are sitting in the driver
seat of your IT infrastructure which makes it
our job to not only secure it but understand
where you are planning to go. With the
NextGen Security Managed Service, we are
establishing a cooperation with our customers
were we are first of all try to understand your
business needs and then advice you on the
routes which are available for a safe journey.
The threat landscape has changed

tremendously over the last
couple of years. We are now
seeing highly sophisticated
attacks executed by novices
simply made possible by the
new business model of
cybercrime “Hacking as a
Service”. Instead of taking the
risk of attacking themselves,
incredibly skilled and
intelligent hackers now earn
money by developing easy to
use tools which enable less
skilled criminals to execute
sophisticated attacks which
easily circumvent the classic enterprise
security solutions consisting of a firewall, a
proxy and endpoint antivirus.
The Cyber Kill Chain, a term first used by

Lockheed Martin, describes a sophisticated,
stealthy and continuous computer hacking
process which attackers use nowadays to
target their victims. The challenge for any
hacker is to successfully go through every
single stage in this chain to accomplish the
end-goal of either attacking the IT
infrastructure directly or using the
infrastructure as a resource for other criminal
activity. The challenge for the company is to
defend each link and stop the attack at the
earliest possible stage along the kill chain,
successfully defended itself against the entire
Advanced Persistent Threat. 
In reality however, 100% security is 

not possible, every threat prevention
technique can be evaded and cyber criminals
have been very successful at doing so. 
For instance a recent whitepaper from the
SANS Institute “Beating the IPS” shows that
every Intrusion Prevention System “IPS” from
every vendor, can be evaded. A good analogy
is the human immune system. A healthy
lifestyle will keep us fit but for example, there

is no total protection from 
viral infection. However being sick
is not the end of the world as
long as the body is able, or
sometimes with medical
intervention, enabled to
effectively defend itself and
mitigate the impact of the
infection. There is however 
a big difference between us
humans and an IT system. We
know when we feel sick and we
instinctively know when to go to
the doctor. Getting this level of
visibility into an IT infrastructure

is difficult and expensive.
The solution, which we provide with

NextGen Security Managed Services, is what
we like to call “The Magic Sauce”, which is a
combination of different threat prevention
techniques implemented at every single step
of the Cyber Kill Chain that makes it close to
impossible for the attacker to evade all of its
activity which in turn provides the best
possible security defence. With this we enable
our customers to define their IT infrastructure
by first of all gaining visibility to determine
exactly what needs to be protected. Then
control appropriate usage and with this lower
the attack surface and finally implement and
manage the different threat prevention
techniques at every step of the Cyber Kill
Chain to defend against Advanced Persistent
Threats “APTs” as well as other network
related attacks like a Distributed Denial of
Services “DDoS”.

The key concern for organisations considering a
managed security service is understanding
where the boundaries of responsibility and
accountability lie. Full clarity in this area is
critical when taking on a Managed Security
Service Provider (MSSP). It is important to
remember that an MSSP is addressing an
outsourced security component and like any
other strategic business decision organisations
need to consider
the impact of this
decision. 

It is important that all aspects of the
contract are thoroughly inspected before
signing up to an MSSP. It is just not enough
to assume all responsibility is transferred to
an MSSP when a contract is signed. As
such, expectations regarding the type of
relationship and contract being sought
should be defined in advance in order to
get the most benefit from the agreement.
All aspects of a contract can be addressed
by due diligence, risk management strategy,
built in assurance controls, and also by
establishing trust with the MSSP. 
This is where Integrity Solutions comes in. Our business is security. We

take a collaborative and partnership approach to managed security
services which enables us to work as an extension of your existing team,
allowing you to do more with the limited resources you have.

Responsibility boundaries

Doing enough

NextGen Group
Tel: (01) 687 6500| Email: sales@nextgen.ie
Web: www.nextgen.ie | Answered by: 
Lars Meyer

<<

Reasonable cost
Striking a similar chord, Hogan said managed
firewall solutions, “whereby we provide a 24 x 7
firewall management service covering
administration, monitoring, optimisation and
responding to security and device issues and
events” have been a popular choice for clients.
“This also covers NGFW and UTM devices,” he
added.
The other big seller within the Irish market he

said is managed IPS based on the “latest
advanced threat research and security
intelligence information out there”, in order to
enable organisations to identify and respond
to threats much quicker. While Datapac’s
O’Connor made the point that, should a
company be unsure whether such specific
needs are suited to them, within a flourishing
marketplace there should be something for
even the pickiest business out there. 
“Companies can choose the right

technology to truly meet their needs at a
reasonable cost,” she said, with industry
giants like Sophos, Cisco and Citrix offering
“comprehensive portfolios covering the entire
security spectrum: from endpoint and
network protection through secure web and

email gateway to mobile control, encryption, virtual private network
(VPN) and authentication.”
As for what she is seeing in the Irish market each day, O’Connor

added that there is a mix of these solutions depending on the
customer, their environment and what they are trying to achieve.
“With such a wide choice of solutions it’s crucial to select a partner
that will fully understand the customer needs and potential risks to
its business. Moreover, the role of the partner does not only limit
itself to deployment of a future-proofed solution but also extends to
proactive management of that solution for the customer,” added
O’Connor. 

Integrity Solutions
Tel: (01) 293 4027 | Email: info@integritysolutions.ie
Web: www.integritysolutions.ie | Answered by: Paul Ryan, principal 
security and GRC consultant 

“It is just not
enough to
assume all

responsibility is
transferred to an
MSSP when a
contract is
signed”

“The challenge
with security

however, is that
you never know
if you have done
enough or in the
right way until it is

too late”

More Irish businesses will think
about placing their trust in a third
party when it comes to security.
We are also likely to see more
services offered by MSSPs such as
managed endpoints, managed
mobile devices, and further use of
managed vulnerability
assessments and scanning
services, 
Paul Hogan, Ward Solutions
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Frequency and
complexity Smarter and more responsive
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As the threat landscape has
evolved, it is no surprise that
businesses of all sizes are
increasingly considering
managed security services. The
single most important concern
driving this decision is the
increased complexity and
frequency of attacks which are
making securing any business
noticeably harder. 

Add in the demands for compliance, the increased
boardroom awareness of IT risk
and combine it with the
difficulty of sourcing expert
security staff while delivering
key business demands such as
employee mobility. Outsourcing
security to a managed security
service provider becomes more
attractive very quickly.
Putting your IT security into

the hands of any third party,
however, requires the highest
levels of trust. Reputation is
now the most critical factor in
choosing a provider, who needs
to be more a security company
than a “vanilla” service provider.
Businesses should look for
accreditation standards such as
ISO 27001 at a minimum and
take a long hard look at the security expertise levels within
the service provider. Only after this should you start to
evaluate factors such as cost effectiveness, SLA, resilience,
and scale. 
Ward Solutions’ heritage and expertise in Information

Security and IT security solutions removes these concerns
for our clients, who fully understand the quality and depth
of our security team. Along with ISO accreditation, Ward
has a large number of expert IT personnel who live and
breathe security with a practical real world view. We
proactively manage information security risks and attack
types every day for our hundreds of clients and apply a
security first approach to everything we do.

Ergo
Tel: 1850 374 673 | Email: info@ergogroup.ie
Web: www.ergogroup.ie | Answered by: Sean O'Farrell, senior
consultant engineer, Ergo Network Services

Ward Solutions
Tel: (01) 642 0100 | Email: sales@ward.ie 
Web: www.ward.ie | Answered by: Noel O'Grady,
sales director

Today’s rapidly evolving threat landscape
demands smarter and more responsive
managed security services. Ergo can provide
Information Security Consultancy and
Systems Review which allow a proactive and
preventive approach to potential security
breaches. We bring value to organisations by
reducing the burden on security operations,
protecting our clients from malicious attack,
and preventing data leakage.
A security service is no longer just about

firewalls. Ergo’s approach is a holistic one,
incorporating perimeter security, threat
monitoring, compliance enforcement, data
loss prevention (DLP), ediscovery, identity
management, device management, rights
management and encryption.
In Ergo, we enable our customers to put

their hands around the security challenge
in a user centric way. Our solutions deliver
comprehensive security in a transparent
and efficient manner.

Challenged to
respond
With the state of the
current market healthy
then, just what does she
and other experts foresee
happening in the ever-
evolving area of managed
security solutions over the
coming 12 months? As
threats develop rapidly in
numbers and complexity,
how can the industry,
and indeed the client,
best prepare themselves
for what lies ahead. 
“Irish organisations will

turn more often to their
trusted security partner
who will act as an
extension to their in-
house staff,” claimed
O’Connor. “Even the
best-resourced
organisations will be
challenged to effectively

respond to the growing threat of a security breach.” 
She added too that over the coming months, she and her

 
     

      
    

“A security
service is no

longer just about
firewalls. Our
approach is a
holistic one”

“Putting your IT
security into the
hands of any
third party,
however,

requires the
highest levels of
trust. Reputation
is now the most
critical factor in
choosing a
provider”

Organisations often take a
piecemeal approach to security
rather than treating it in a holistic
and strategic manner. They are
reactive rather than proactive
which leaves them in a very
vulnerable place when dealing
with growing volumes of cyber
threats, 
Karen O'Connor, Datapac
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When considering a managed
security service many enterprises
strive to find the balance between
cost containment and expertise.
While many businesses recognise
that the management of their IT
security is best left to the experts,
there are often concerns about the
ongoing costs in terms of
scalability and flexibility.
As an alternative to managing

security in-house E-MIT Solutions has just launched a new
Firewall as a Service (FWaaS) which will provide Irish
businesses with a cloud-managed unified threat
management system and real-time security intelligence to
help combat the growing
volumes of security breaches in
Irish organisations. We are first
to market in delivering Dell
SonicWALL Firewall as a Service,
helping companies to protect
their networks from unwanted
intrusions and data breaches
including targeted security
attacks, malware, spyware and
viruses. FWaaS includes the Dell
SonicWALL appliance, security
management software plus all
related support and subscription
services, neatly bundled
together for a monthly
subscription price.
E-MIT hosts and manages a

full suite of Dell SonicWALL
technologies and applications
delivered to businesses via
secure cloud throughout Ireland.
For a fixed monthly fee, businesses will have their IT
infrastructures, applications and devices proactively
managed and protected 24x7 from increasingly
sophisticated security threats. An additional benefit of this
service is that our 24 and 36 month contracts include an
Evergreen clause that allows a business to refresh a firewall
appliance after the first 12 months. Businesses can also scale
up and move to another SonicWALL appliance within the
range by simply swapping out their current device and
adjusting their monthly fee.
Our Firewall as a Service offering is ideally placed to allow

businesses to assign predictable costs to this area of
information security, receive next generation security
protection and meet compliance objectives, safe in the
knowledge that they are backed by E-MIT’s expertise.

Firewall as a service

Constant vigilance

E-MIT Solutions
Tel: (01) 831 8118 | Email: FWaaS@e-mit.ie
Web: www.e-mit.ie | Answered by: Eamon Moore

Threatscape
Tel: (01) 901 7000 | Email: info@threatscape.com
Web: www.threatscape.com | Answered by: Dermot Williams

“FWaaS is ideally
placed to allow
businesses to

assign
predictable costs
to this area of
information

security, receive
next generation

security
protection and

meet compliance
objectives”

colleagues expect businesses to “take a more integrated approach
to security and deploy customisable solutions to fit their specific
business requirements”. More organisations will also look into cloud
security for instant deployment, automatic upgrades, coverage
everywhere, and ultimate scalability, she added. 
Looking ahead, Hanlon said the industry will begin to see an

evolution in managed security services in “the coming months”. This
will take the shake of a more hybrid and integrated approach;
combining both on-premise and delivered-as-a-service intelligence,
monitoring, management and response capabilities. Hanlon said
that all of this will then form a comprehensive package for
customers, particularly when dealing with the increasing complexity
of advanced threats. 
“Across the industry, we’ll also see an increased focus on

employing data analytics in a security context,” he
said. Understanding security incidents often means
looking at data from a huge number of different
parts of a business, Hanlon said too and in order to
take a proactive stance on security, this will mean
taking clues from the full environment to piece
together the intelligence. “True ‘edge-to-endpoint’
managed security services must become the norm,”
he said. 
Ward’s Hogan, like O’Connor, felt that more Irish

businesses will think about placing their trust in a
third party when it comes to security. We are also
likely to see more services offered by MSSPs he said

such as “managed endpoints (for endpoints
internal to an organisation), managed mobile
devices, and further use of managed vulnerability
assessments and scanning services.”

As-a-service
For Moore the next 18 months represents a period
where he believes the industry will “certainly” see
a rise in a- a-service offerings. Firewall-as-a-
service (FWaaS) for one will turn some heads he
believes providing Irish businesses with a “cloud-
managed unified threat management system and
real-time security intelligence to help combat the
growing volumes of security breaches”. 
Elsewhere, Trilogy’s Paddon said service

providers will start to offer “more mature configuration and access
monitoring and management services” that detect security
breaches based on required standards and rules.  “The approach is
to design the security tools, software, settings and configurations
based on the required business standards and then to ensure that
these are not being breached,” he said. 
“Collecting and maintaining the data generated from this

monitoring and archiving it securely as a service is becoming
popular as well as it removes a lot of overhead costs and
resources,” added Paddon.  �

Irish organisations will turn more often to their trusted security
partner who will act as an extension to their in-house staff. Even
the best-resourced organisations will be challenged to effectively
respond to the growing threat of a security breach”

A number of companies have
moved to platform-based security
where a single vendor stack is
used to avoid issues around
compatibility and integration.  This
approach is often a combination of
UTM and next generation firewalls,
along with integrated endpoint
and web security, 
Rob Paddon, Trilogy
Technologies

The increasing complexity and persistence of
internet attacks demand constant vigilance if
organisations are to protect their business-critical
information assets – but only the largest
enterprises can afford their own 24 x 7 security
operations centre. By outsourcing the burden to a
managed security service, you can reduce your
costs and benefit from the greater insights and
resources available to a global SOC.
Threatscape offer managed security services to

secure three types of digital asset:
• Network: In partnership with Symantec, we

deliver a highly effective 24 x 7 service which correlates and analyses log
data from across a client’s network –perimeter, infrastructure, endpoints,
etc. — to produce real-time actionable intelligence into analyst-verified
threat activity.
• Endpoint: As one of the world’s leading experts in designing and

deploying SEP (Symantec Endpoint Protection) solutions, we have the
experience of supporting large scale deployments for multiple global
entities. Our custom monitoring agent technology enables us to remotely

monitor, maintain or fully manage the SEP infrastructure across a client’s
estate to ensure it is operating effectively at all times.
• Cloud: With increasing volumes of corporate data moving to the cloud,

IT personnel face the challenge of being accountable for the security of
systems they do not operate. The Adallom SaaS security platform deploys
non-intrusively in minutes and delivers unrivalled visibility, governance and
protection for any user, device or location – securing Salesforce, Office
365, Google Apps, Box, AWS, and more. This is powered by the 24 x 7 log
analysis and threat intelligence delivered by the experts at Adallom Labs.

“The SaaS security platform deploys non-intrusively in
minutes and delivers unrivalled visibility, governance

and protection for any user, device or location”
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